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18-mm-diameter (0.7-in.) strand has the ability to introduce almost twice the prestressing 
force of 13-mm-diameter (0.5-in.) strand and 135% of the prestressing force of 15-mm-
diameter (0.6-in.) strand, which could result in a significant increase in the span capacity 
of the current AASHTO bulb tee girders without having to modify the sections or acquire 
new forms. To date, the information regarding the bond performance of 18-mm-diameter 
(0.7-in.) prestressing strand is very limited, preventing its application despite its attractive 
high-strength. Also, our understanding of the bond mechanism is incomplete and non-
quantitative; a rational understanding of the bond mechanism would help predict the bond 
behavior and develop design guidelines. Therefore, this study concentrated on these two 
topics. The finite element method was applied to simulate the bond between the 
prestressing strand and concrete. A parametric analysis was conducted to analyze the 
factors affecting transfer length. With the comparison of the non-pretensioned and 
pretensioned pull-out tests, the contribution of each bond mechanism was quantitatively 
analyzed. The tests indicated that the bond performance was dependent on the specimen 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 
Pretensioned members such as I-girders and bulb tees are widely used in the construction 
of bridges. Currently the strand diameters used in these members are predominantly 13-
mm (0.5 in.) and 15-mm (0.6 in.). In sections like AASHTO I-girders and bulb tees, the 
area in the bottom flange to accommodate the strands is limited. Using 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) 
diameter strands can significantly decrease the required number of strands in a given 
section for an equivalent span capacity. Alternatively, an equal number of the 18-mm 
diameter strands can be used to accommodate longer spans for a given section with 
higher concrete strength. Further, an increased roadway clearance can possibly be 
achieved by using shallower members. States like Tennessee use AASHTO bulb tee (BT) 
sections which have very limited room in the bottom flange when compared to Nebraska 
University (NU) sections. Using larger diameter strands helps in increasing the span 
capacity of the girders without increasing the number of strands in the bottom flange of 
the section. Thus, these states which are using the bulb tee sections can obtain longer 
spans without switching over to NU sections or changing their form work. The BT 
sections with 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter UHS strands prevent them from making 
extensive changes to the design and fabrication procedures. 
Despite the great advantage and attractiveness of using 18-mm-diameter strands, the 
research conducted on these ultra high strength strands is very limited. The Pacific Street 
Bridge over I-680 in Omaha, Nebraska, is the first bridge in the United States to use 18-
mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strands in the pretensioned concrete girders (Schuler 2009). Ma 
and Burdette (2011) analyzed the transfer length and girder end confinement of 
AASHTO BT girders with 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strands. Morcous et al. (2012) 
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conducted a number of tension tests to investigate the mechanical properties of 18-mm-
(0.7-in.-) diameter strands. Also, they tested 58 strand specimens using the North 
America Strand Producers (NASP) test method and demonstrated that the bond of 18-
mm-(0.7 in.-) diameter strands was proportional to the concrete strength. However, 
information about the bond performance of 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strands in high 
strength concrete is still limited.  
Bond, by definition, refers to the interaction and transfer of force between steel strands 
and concrete. Without the bond, the pretensioned concrete members would not be 
possible. For pretensioned concrete members, the anchorage and development of 
prestressing force exclusively depends on the bond after the release of strands. The bond 
in pretensioned concrete members may be categorized as the transfer bond and the 
flexural bond, as shown in Figure 1.1. The transfer bond exists at the release of the 
prestressing strand through the transfer of the prestress force from the strand to the 
concrete in the end zone; the transfer length, Lt, is the distance from the end of the 
concrete to the point where the strand stress reaches a constant level, the effective 
prestress after losses, fse. The flexural bond starts acting when the external loads are 
applied and causes the increase of the strand stress and concrete cracking, the flexural 
bond length is the distance from the end of the transfer length to a point at which the 
ultimate stress can be developed. In essence, bond controls the behavior of the 







Figure 1.1 Variation of prestressing steel stress 
 
 Extensive research on the transfer bond and flexural bond has been conducted 
parametrically. There are a number of variables affecting the bond: strand diameter, 
strand location and spacing, strand release method, strand surface condition, concrete 
strength, concrete cracking, concrete age, curing condition and so on. Janney (1954) 
tested prestressed concrete prisms to determine the distribution of prestress transfer bond 
when the strand was released. The short beam specimens were three-point-loaded to 
failure to investigate the flexural bond. The effect of the diameter and surface condition 
of the steel wire and the concrete strength were studied. Hanson and Kaar (1959) 
conducted an investigation of flexural bond in 47 beams pretensioned with seven wire 
strands. The effect of the embedment length and diameter of strand on the bond 
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performance was studied. Stocker and Sozen (1970) conducted 486 tests of simple pull-
out specimens with short embedment lengths. Basic information on the relationship 
between bond and slip was provided. A number of variables were investigated: size of 
strand, concrete, lateral confining pressure, and time effect. A hypothesis on the nature of 
bond for plain wire and strand was developed, and a simple conceptual model was 
proposed to explain the bond characteristics. Abrishami and Mitchell (1993) studied the 
bond characteristics of pretensioned strand along the transfer length and the development 
length. The average bond stress was directly obtained from measured force in the strand 
rather than the strains measured on the strands or concrete surface. Tabatabiai and 
Dickson (1993) investigated the history of the development length equation, detailing 
how the equation was formulated. 
However, the understanding of the nature of bond is still incomplete because the sources 
of bond are microscopic in nature. Bond originates from chemical adhesion, friction and 
mechanical interlock between the strand and concrete. A rational understanding of the 
bond mechanism would help reduce the amount of required testing and develop 
guidelines for the design of pretensioned concrete members. A general concept of bond is 
discussed by the previous research (Leonhardt, 1964; Stocker and Sozen, 1970; Russell 
and Burns, 1993). Very little effort has been made to quantify the elements of bond 
mechanism. Due to the rigid brittle behavior of the adhesion bond, it disappears as soon 
as the relative slip occurs between the strand and the surrounding concrete. The slip 
within the concrete members cannot be directly detected or measured, causing difficulty 
in quantifying its contribution. This component is ignored in most cases. Friction, a 
recognized main component of bond, is of large variability and unpredictability. 
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According to classic Column friction theory, there are two main factors creating the 
friction: normal pressure and friction coefficient. Normal pressure is hard to obtain at the 
interface, and its distribution along the strand and around the strand is complicated. 
Furthermore, the friction coefficient is dependent on the surface condition of the strands, 
causing the large variability. Mechanical interlock is attributed to the normal force, 
friction coefficient between the strand and the concrete, and the pitch angle of the outer 
wires of the strands. Therefore, it is very difficult to quantify its contribution to the bond 
although it is traditionally regarded as the largest contributor to the flexural bond. 
To date, information regarding the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter prestressing strand is very 
limited, preventing its wide application despite its attractive high-strength. Our 
understanding of the bond mechanism is incomplete and non-quantitative; a rational 
understanding of the bond mechanism would help to predict the bond behavior and 
develop design guidelines. The two topics described above are vital to the application of 
the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand in practice and are of interest to this study. 
Therefore, this study concentrates on these two topics and is outlined as follows. First, 
the finite element method is applied to simulate the bond between the prestressing strand 
and concrete. A parametric analysis is conducted to analyze the factors affecting transfer 
length. Next, six traditional pull-out tests of non-pretensioned specimens are conducted. 
The effect of the specimen length on the bond behavior, especially on the failure mode, is 
discussed. Then, nine pull-out tests of pretensioned specimens are carried out. How the 
pretension level affects the bond performance is revealed. Finally, with the comparison of 
the non-pretensioned and pretensioned pull-out tests, the bond mechanism is 
quantitatively analyzed. With the finite element analysis and the experimental results, the 
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Chapter 2 : Finite Element Analysis of the Bond Performance 
For the purpose of a better understanding of the bonding mechanism, the influence of 
different variables on the stress distribution in strands and surrounding concrete, and the 
effect of debonding on the performance of pretensioned concrete girders with 18-mm-
(0.7-in.-) diameter strand, a finite element (FE) analysis was conducted with ABAQUS. 
Both the fully bonded model and the partially bonded model were analyzed. In the former 
fully bonded model, no slip between strand and concrete occurred, while the bond 
simulation in the latter, with consideration of relative slip, was based on the Coulomb 
friction model. The distribution of concrete strain, the transfer length and the slip of 
strand at the end of the girder were studied. By comparing the result of FE modeling and 
the measured transfer length in the previous experiment, the effect of friction coefficient 
of the strand was evaluated, and the FE models were validated. The debonding FE model 
was established on the validated partially bonded model. A parametric analysis was 
conducted, focusing on the impact of friction coefficient and the debonding length in the 
end of girders. 
2.1 Introduction 
Traditionally, the Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) has been using 
AASHTO-PCI BT sections for its concrete bridges.  These sections have limited bottom 
flange widths where the prestressing strands are located.  To increase span capacities of 
these sections, other states have adopted a new section with a wider bottom flange width. 
Producers in the State of Tennessee have raised concerns about the cost of the revised 
new steel forms to accommodate a new section.  As an alternative, research work is 
underway testing larger diameter strand used in conjunction with high-strength concrete 
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and standard BT sections as an innovative and cost effective approach to increase girder 
span capacity. An 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand has the ability to introduce almost 
twice the prestressing force of a 13-mm-(0.5-in.-) diameter strand and 135% of the 
prestressing force of a 15-mm-(0.6-in.-) diameter strand, which could result in a 
significant increase in the span capacity of the current BTs without having to modify the 
sections or acquire new forms. 
Strand debonding can be viewed as essentially de-activating part of the reinforcement of 
the member in order to eliminate perceived excessive compressive or tensile stresses.  
Debonding can be accomplished by enclosing a predetermined length of strand in a 
plastic duct to prevent it from bonding to the concrete.  When the strand is detensioned at 
release, the strand’s prestressing force is not transferred at the end of the girder, but 
begins to develop at the end of the duct.  The position of the end of the duct could be well 
into the span of the girder.  This debonding moves stress created by the strand away from 
the end of the girder towards the center where the self-weight of the girder can alleviate it.  
The interaction between concrete and strands is complicated.  The bond can be attributed 
to adhesion, mechanical interlock and friction, depending on the extent of bond 
development and the nature of the strand surface.  For the purpose of a better 
understanding of the bonding/debonding mechanism, the influence of different variables 
on the stress distribution in strands and surrounding concrete, and the effect of debonding 
on the performance of prestressed concrete girders, finite element analysis is commonly 
conducted with some general FE software. Kannel et al. (1997) studied the end cracking 
of a pre-tensioned I-shape girder numerically and experimentally. Three-dimensional (3D) 
FE models were established, in which strands were simulated with truss elements and 
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materials were assumed linear elastic. Also, they evaluated the effect of strand debonding. 
They concluded that strand cutting order affected the stress distribution in the girder end, 
and appropriate debonding was beneficial for crack control. Baxi (2005) presented an in-
depth analytical study of the bond behavior of strands in the end zone of pre-tensioned 
concrete girders. An axi-symmetric FE analysis of concrete cylinders using ABAQUS 
was conducted to investigate the state of stress in the concrete surrounding the strands 
just after transfer of prestress. Based on the FE program DIANA, Bolmsvik and 
Lundgren (2006) studied the bond mechanism between strands and concrete and how 
different detailing of the strand interface affected the behavior. A bond model was 
calibrated by use of pull-through tests. 
One objective of this research was to analyze the effect of debonding of 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) 
diameter strand through 3D FE modeling. A parametric analysis was conducted and two 
factors were investigated. One was the friction coefficient of the strand; the other was the 
debonding length. The distribution of concrete strain, the transfer length, and the slip of 
strand at the end were studied to better understand the bonding/debonding mechanism. 
2.2 Modeling of Bond Behavior 
As previously discussed the bond can be attributed to adhesion, mechanical interlock, and 
friction, depending on the extent of bond development and the nature of the strand 
surface. The concrete around the strand is in a tri-axial state. To better understand the 
bonding/debonding mechanism and the influence of different variables on the strain 
distribution and the slip of strands, three-dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) models 
were established with ABAQUS. Both the prestressing strand and the concrete were 
simulated by eight-node linear solid elements with reduced integration (C3D8R). The 
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process of force transfer from a tensioned strand to the surrounding concrete was 
simulated by defining an “initial stress” in ABAQUS. 
Both the fully bonded and the partially bonded models were simulated. In the fully 
bonded model, the prestressing strand and the concrete were fast tied and no slip between 
strands and concrete occurred. The interaction was simulated by “tie” in ABAQUS. With 
the “tie” constraint, there was no relative movement between the two separate surfaces. 
The fully-bonded model was an ideal model in which a perfect bond was assumed. 
On the other hand, in the partially bonded model, the relative slip at the interface between 
the strand and concrete was considered. The interface was modeled with “surface-to-
surface contact” capable of simulating both the normal behavior and the tangential 
behavior. The normal behavior was set as “hard contact”, which meant the pressure 
existed between surfaces and the strand and concrete surfaces cannot penetrate into each 
other. In the longitudinal direction, the Coulomb friction model was introduced. The 
Coulomb friction model defined a critical shear stress which was the product of the 
pressure and the coefficient of friction. Apparently, the friction coefficient controlled the 
bond-slip behavior and the strain/stress distribution in concrete and strands. 
As for a perfect debonding, the bond strength between debonded strands and surrounding 
concrete shall be zero, and the prestress force will not transfer to concrete in the 
debonded region. In this article, the modeling of debonding was based on the partially 
bonded model in which the interface was modeled with “surface-to-surface contact”. In 
the case of debonding using preformed tube, the tangential behavior at the interface 
between the debonded strand and its surrounding concrete was set as “frictionless”, 
indicating no friction between surfaces in the debonded region. In the case of debonding 
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using split sheathing, weak bond strength at the interface was considered by introducing a 
low friction coefficient.  
2.3 Parametric Analysis of Partially Bonded Models 
Parametric analysis was conducted based on the FE models with ABAQUS. In this 
section, the influence of friction coefficient on the bond behavior was studied. To capture 
the bond mechanism based on the Coulomb friction model, a prestressed concrete 
cylinder girder with 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand was modeled with ABAQUS. The 
cylinder was 144 in. (3658 mm) long, and its diameter was 6 in (152 mm). The strand 
was located at the center of the cylinder. The modulus of elasticity of concrete was 6641 
ksi (45788 Mpa) and the Poisson’s ratio was 0.2 through a series of small scale 
experiments. The modulus of elasticity of 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand was 28800 





), and the ultimate strength was 270 ksi (1862 Mpa). The 
“initial stress” was 202.5 ksi (1396.2 Mpa) which was 75% of the ultimate strength. The 
mesh of the FE model was shown in Figure 2.1. The X axis and the Y axis were the radial 
direction, and the Z axis was the longitudinal direction of the cylinder. Because the 
cylinder girder was symmetric, a model of a half-length (72 in. or 1829 mm) and ¼ cross 
section was simulated to decrease the number of FE elements. The boundary conditions 









Figure 2.1 FE Model of cylinder girder 
 
Burgueno and Sun (2011) calibrated the friction coefficient of 15-mm-(0.6-in.-) diameter 
strand through a series of small scale experiment. The friction coefficient varied from 
0.23 to 0.7. Because the friction coefficient of 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand was not 
available, a series of prestressed concrete cylinder girders with different friction 
coefficients were studied. There were six cylinder models. One was the fully bond (FB) 
model in which strand and concrete were tied fast without any relative slip, the other five 
models were partially bonded models. The friction coefficients of the partially bonded 
(PB) models PB030, PB040, PB050, PB060 and PB070 were 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60 and 
0.70, respectively. The distribution of the longitudinal strain (EE33) in concrete of the 
partially bonded model PB040 was shown in Figure 2.2. It revealed that EE33 increased 
gradually from the cylinder end to the middle span. The maximum principal strain in the 
beam end was shown in Figure 2.3. The Hoyer’s effect was captured in the wedge-shaped 
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strain contour. The red strain contour in Figure 2.3 revealed a maximum strain area 
located at the end of the cylinder. The maximum principal strain along the radial 
direction at three sections were investigated, as shown in Figure 2.4. At each section, the 
maximum strain occurred at the interface of strand and concrete, and the strain decreased 
along the radial direction. Within all three sections, the maximum strain was 990 
microstrain. When the distance away from the center of prestressed strand was greater 
than 1 in. (25.4 mm), the strain decreased to less than 200 microstrain. It revealed that the 
strand dramatically transferred the prestressing force to the surrounding concrete within 1 


























































Strain EE33 in the outer concrete surface along the cylinder was shown in Figure 2.5.  In 
the fully bonded model, EE33 approximated to the maximum within 4 in. (101.6 mm). In 
the partially bonded model PB040, EE33 reached the plateau of maximum strain within a 
longer distance although the maximum EE33 in both models was the same. The 
distribution of EE33 revealed how the force transferred from the tensioned strand to the 
surrounding concrete. In the transfer length experiment, the 95% average maximum 
strain (AMS) method was adopted by Russell and Burns (1996). The AMS is the average 
of all the strains on the plateau of the longitudinal concrete strain curve. In this article, 95% 
AMS method was also adopted to analyze the transfer length. The result was shown in 
Figure 2.6. The transfer length of the model PB030, PB040, PB050, PB060 and PB070 
were 27.50, 20.75, 16.75, 14.25 and 12.00 in. (698.50, 527.05, 425.45 and 304.80 mm) 
respectively. Apparently, the transfer length decrease with the increase of the friction 
coefficient. According to AASHTO LRFD Specification, the transfer length depends on 
the diameter of the strand. As for the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand, the transfer 
length would be 42 in. (1066.8 mm) if AASHTO LRFD equation was used. However, our 
previous experiment revealed the transfer length for 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand 
was about 21 in. or 533.4 mm (Ma and Burdette 2011). By comparison, the FE result of 
PB040 was very close to the experimental result, indicating that 0.40 was an appropriate 
friction coefficient for this strand. In the fully bonded model, the transfer length was 
extremely low although the transfer length was theoretically expected to be zero due to 
the perfect bond. In addition, the tensioned strand tended to slip back into concrete after 
the prestress force was transferred. Thus, the slip of the strand at the end for all models 
was studied and the result was shown in Figure 2.7. The slip of the model PB030, PB040, 
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PB050, PB060 and PB070 was 0.06, 0.05, 0.04, 0.03 and 0.03 in. (1.52, 1.27, 1.02, 0.76 
and 0.76 mm). It revealed that the slip at the end decreased with the increase of friction 
coefficient.   
 
 


























































Figure 2.7 End slip of FE bond models; 1mm = 0.039 in. 
 
 
2.4 Parametric Analysis of Debonding 
The simulation of debonding was based on the mentioned partially bonded model. As 
discussed before, the transfer length in the FE model PB040 was very close to our 
previous experimental result. Therefore, for the prestressed strand in the bonding region, 
0.40 was an appropriate friction coefficient of 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand. For the 
strand in the debonding region, the friction coefficient of the debonded strand was 
different due to the different debonding methods. Also, the influence of debonding length 
was studied. The details of all nine debonding models were given in Table 2.1. The 
debonding model was named according to the debonding length and the friction 
coefficient in the debonding region. For example, the model 1-05 meant that the 
debonding length was 1 ft. (304.8 mm) and the friction coefficient was 0.05. All 
debonding models were categorized into three series according to the different friction 





















and 3-00. Series-05 included the debonding model 1-05, 2-05 and 3-05. Series-10 
included the debonding model 1-10, 2-10 and 3-10.  
 






Friction coefficient in the 
Debonding region  
1-00 12 No friction 
1-05 12 0.05 
1-10 12 0.10 
2-00 24 No friction 
2-05 24 0.05 
2-10 24 0.10 
3-00 36 No friction 
3-05 36 0.05 
3-10 36 0.10 
 
1 mm = 0.039 in. 
 
For all nine debonding models, strain EE33 in the outer concrete surface along the 
cylinder was shown in Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10. The distribution of strain 
EE33 of all nine debonding models was also compared with that of PB040 in which there 
was no debonding. As shown in Figure 2.8, the slope of EE33 curve of Series-00 in the 
end debonding region was zero. As shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, the slope of 
EE33 curve of Series-10 in the debonding region was greater than that of Series-05. It 
revealed that the slope of EE33 in the debonding region increased with the increase of the 













































































Figure 2.10 EE33 in debonding models series-10; 1mm = 0.039 in. 
 
The transfer length for all debonding models was also calculated with the 95% AMS 
method. The result is shown in Figure 2.11. The transfer length increased with the 
decrease of debonding length and the decrease of friction coefficient, indicating that the 
friction at the interface in the debonding region contributed to the force transfer. When 
the friction coefficient was zero, the transfer length of all debonding models was the 
same as that of PB040, indicating that a perfect debonding did not change the transfer 
length of the strands. For the cases of 36 in. (914.4 mm) debonding, when the friction 
coefficient was 0.10, the transfer length approximated to 11.75 in. (298.45 mm). By 
comparison, this transfer length was about a half of the transfer length of the FE model 
PB040. Also, the friction coefficient and the debonding length affected the end slip, as 
shown in Figure 2.12. The end slip increased with the increase of debonding length and 
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24 in. debonded 
36 in. debonded 
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2.5 Conclusions and Discussion 
FE modeling was used to analyze the performance of pretensioned concrete girders with 
18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand. Both fully bonded and partially bonded models were 
investigated. The measured transfer length in the previous test validated the partially 
bonded model with an appropriate friction coefficient. The change of concrete strain 
along the radial direction revealed that the strand dramatically transferred the prestressing 
force to the surrounding concrete within 1 in. (25.4 mm), indicating 2 in. (50.8 mm) 
spacing of adjacent strands could be appropriate. In the parametric analysis of the 
partially bonded models, the transfer length increased with the decrease of the friction 
coefficient, and the slip at the end increased with the decrease of friction coefficient. The 
parametric analysis of the debonding models revealed that the transfer length increased 
with the decrease of debonding length and the decrease of friction coefficient when the 
friction coefficient was not zero. As for a perfect debonding in which there is no friction 
between strand and concrete, the debonding length has no effect on the transfer length. 
The end slip increased with the increase of debonding length and the decrease of friction 
coefficient.  
Currently, the FE analysis is focused on the performance of pretensioned concrete girders 
at transfer. In the future, FE modeling will be conducted to analyze the flexural and shear 
behavior of AASHTO-PCI BT Girders with 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strands. Full-scale 
girder test will be conducted and the experimental results will be used to evaluate the FE 
modeling. In addition, a numerical bonding/debonding model based on the relationship of 
slip and bond stress will be proposed to further understand the bonding/debonding 
mechanism.   
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Chapter 3 :  Material Properties and Pull-out Tests of Non-pretensioned 
Specimens 
An experimental program was conducted to investigate the bond performance of non-
pretensioned 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand in high strength concrete. The mechanical 
properties of the strand and the concrete were obtained through strand tension tests and 
concrete compression tests. Six pull-out tests were conducted on prismatic specimens 
made with a non-pretensioned strand embedded in the center of the concrete without 
reinforcement. These specimens had different strand embedment lengths: 0.5 Lt (transfer 
length), 1.0 Lt and 1.5 Lt of the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand. The relationship 
between the strand slip and the pull-out force, the stress distribution along the strand, and 
its development with the pull-out force were investigated. The results of the pull-out tests 
indicate that the bond behavior is significantly affected by the strand embedment length. 
The failure of the specimens of 0.5 Lt, 1.0 Lt and 1.5 Lt was sudden concrete splitting, 
significant strand slip and rotation, and strand break at the chuck, respectively. A series 
of typical curves of the pull-out force versus the strand free end slip are given to describe 
the characteristic of the bond behavior for specimens with different strand embedment 
length. 
3.1 Introduction 
Pretensioned members such as I-girders and bulb tees are widely used in the construction 
of today’s bridges. Currently, the strand diameters used in these members are 
predominantly 13-mm (0.5-in.) and 15-mm (0.6-in.). In sections like AASHTO I-girders 
and bulb tees, the area in the bottom flange to accommodate the strands is limited. Using 
18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strands can significantly decrease the required number of 
strands in a given section for an equivalent span capacity when used at the same spacing. 
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Alternatively, an equal number of the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strands can be used to 
accommodate longer spans for a given section with higher concrete strength. Further, an 
increased roadway clearance can possibly be achieved by using shallower members. 
Many States use AASHTO bulb tee (BT) sections. These sections have very limited room 
in the bottom flange when compared to other I-girder sections. Using larger diameter 
strands help in increasing the span capacity of the girders without increasing the number 
of strands in the bottom flange of the section. Thus, States that use bulb tee sections can 
obtain longer spans without requiring a manufacturer formwork change. The BT sections 
with 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strands enable prestress girder manufacturers to create 
more efficient girder designs without requiring extensive changes in design and 
fabrication procedures. 
Despite the great advantage and attractiveness of using 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strands, 
studies examining the design and use of these strands have been limited. Some examples 
though are as follows:  The Pacific Street Bridge over I-680 in Omaha, Nebraska, was the 
first bridge in the United States to use 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strands in the 
pretensioned concrete girders (Schuler 2009). Song et al. (2013) analyzed the transfer 
length and girder end confinement of AASHTO BT girders with 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) 
diameter strands. Morcous et al. (2012) conducted a number of tension tests to investigate 
the mechanical properties of 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strands. Also, based on the North 
America Strand Producers (NASP) test, they demonstrated that the bond of 18-mm-(0.7-
in.-) diameter strands was proportional to the concrete strength.  
Bond, by definition, refers to the interaction and transfer of force between steel strands 
and concrete. In the 1950’s, Guyon (1953) demonstrated that bond developed between 
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pretensioned strand and concrete, and Janney (1954) investigated the transfer bond and 
flexural bond based on prism tests and beam tests and analyzed the effect of steel wire 
diameter on bond. Extensive research (Brearley and Johnston 1990; Logan 1997; Rose 
and Russell 1997) has been conducted on 13-mm-(0.5-in.-) and 15-mm-(0.6-in.-) 
diameter strands which currently are widely used. However, information on the bond 
performance of 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strands in high strength concrete is unavailable, 
no ASTM standard test method exists, and the current AASHTO specifications (2012) 
are not applicable for 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand. Since this is a new product with 
promising benefits, the mechanical properties of minimum embedment length and a 
prediction of bond behavior in the flexural beam tests are required before this product can 
be reliably used. 
A simple pull-out testing procedure was used to study the bond characteristics of 18-mm-
(0.7-in.-) diameter strand.  This procedure serves as a predictor for full-scale transfer and 
flexure development tests. Specimens of three different lengths (0.5 transfer length (Lt), 
1.0 Lt, and 1.5 Lt) were cast with 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand and high strength 
concrete. Using the pull-out test procedure, the relationship between strand slip and pull-
out force, along with the concrete surface strain distribution along the strand and its 
development with force was investigated. The different failure modes of the pull-out tests 
are also discussed. Existing pull-out studies have not quantified the effect of the strand 
embedment length upon bond; however, results of earlier research indicate that the strand 
embedment length affects the bond behavior significantly. This investigation of the 
relationship between the strand embedment length and the failure mode of the pull-out 
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tests provides a new way to determine the transfer length and will serve as a basis in 
predicting bond performance in flexural beam tests. 
3.2 Research Significance 
The lack of research on the bond performance of the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand 
prevents the wide application of this strand despite its increased efficiency attractiveness. 
Thus, a thorough study of the bond characteristics of this strand in high strength concrete 
is necessary and important to provide guidelines for design. Also, there is no current 
standard testing method to evaluate the bond strength for this strand. For the strands of 
smaller size, pull-out tests are applied to short specimens to determine bond properties. 
However, these tests do not consider the effect of strand embedment length; which our 
study shows significantly affects bond behavior. In this research, three different strand 
embedment lengths were used: 0.5 Lt, 1.0 Lt, and 1.5 Lt.  Different bond behaviors for 
these specimens were analyzed in this research. 
3.3 Material Properties 
3.3.1 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand 
The 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter, Grade 1860 (270 ksi) strands used in this study were 














). Thus, the 
nominal area of the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand is 92% larger than that of the 13-
mm-(0.5-in.-) diameter strand and 35% larger than that of the 15-mm-(0.6-in.-) diameter 
strand. Accordingly, the ultimate strength of the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand of the 
same grade is significantly higher. For the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand, the yield 
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strength is 318 kN (71.5 kips), which is 90% of ultimate tension strength. The nominal 
breaking strength is 353 kN (79.4 kips) and the minimum load at 1% extension is 318 KN 
(71.5 kips). The minimum ultimate elongation in 610 mm (24 in.) gauge length is 3.5%. 
The modulus of elasticity is 196500 MPa (28500 ksi).  
Three strand tension tests were conducted using a Tinius-Olson universal test machine in 
the Laboratory at the University of Tennessee, as shown in Figure 3.1(a). All strand 
specimens were cut from the same spool. A tensioning chuck was attached to the strand, 
below which was attached a load cell which electronically recorded the load being 
applied to the strand. The data from the load cell were compared to the tensile force 
measured by the universal testing machine to check the calibration of the load cell.  The 
breaking strength of the strands were 346 kN (77.8 kips), 366kN (82.4 kips), 362 kN 
(81.5 kips), respectively. The average breaking strength was 358 kN (80.6 kips). For all 
specimens, the modulus of elasticity was approximately 199,948 MPa (29000 ksi). As 
shown in Figure 3.1 (b), the strand always broke at the chuck along a plane at about 45 
















                                   (b) Strand Break at Chuck        (c) Strand Unraveling 
Figure 3.1 Strand tension test 
 
3.3.2 High strength concrete 
High strength concrete (HSC) was used in the test. The concrete mix design is shown in 
Table 3.1. Cement type III was used to achieve high strength at an early concrete age. 
No.8 limestone was used as coarse aggregate, and the fine aggregate was manufactured. 
The water cement ratio was 0.309. Chemical admixtures, including a high-range water-
reducing admixture, water reducer and workability-retaining admixture were added to 
reduce water content, improve early-age compressive strength, and adequate slump 
without retardation. A series of  152.4 by 304.8 mm (6 by 12 in.) cylinders were cast to 
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obtain the concrete compressive strength when the prism specimens for pull-out tests 
were cast. On the first day, these cylinders were sealed with a plastic lid to prevent water 





F). On the second day, they were demolded and capped with a sulfur 





F) and the relative humidity was 100%. The typical failure mode is shown in 
Figure 3.2. Through compression testing, the average concrete compressive strength at 
one-day was 58.6 Mpa (8.5 ksi), and the average strength at two-days was 62.7 Mpa (9.1 
ksi). All of the failure modes were Type 3 (Columnar vertical cracking through both ends, 
no well-formed cones) as defined by  ASTM C39. 
 
  




Cement type III kg 466.1 
Coarse aggregate kg 826.9 
Fine aggregate kg 887.3 
Water kg 144.0 
 High-range water-reducing admixture ml 3959.9 
Water reducer ml 1228.9 




 = 1.3079 yd
3














Figure 3.2 Typical failure mode in concrete compression test 
 
3.4 Existing Pull Test Methods 
ASTM A981
 
(2011) prescribes a pull test to evaluate bond strength for 15-mm-(0.6-in.-) 
diameter steel prestressing strand. The procedure specifies that untensioned strand shall 
be embedded in grout with compressive strength of 24 to 28 MPa (3500 to 4000 psi) for a 
bond length of 400 mm (16 in.). Three other tests are also defined for untensioned 
prestressing strands (Ramirez and Russell 2008).  They include the PTI Bond Test, the 
North American Strand Producers (NASP) Bond test and the Moustafa Test.  
For the PTI Bond Test, the strands are pulled out from neat cement mortar; for the NASP 
test, the strands are pulled out from a mortar consisting of Type III cement, sand and 
water. The Moustafa Test (Moustafa 1974) is known as Large Block Pull-out Test 
(LBPT), which consists of 610 mm (24 in.) deep concrete blocks with a length and width 
dependent upon the number of strands. For both NASP test and LBPT, the embedment 
length is 457 mm (18 in.). LBPT was used by Logan (1997) and Rose and Russell (1997). 
With LBPT for both 13-mm-(0.5-in.-) and 15-mm-(0.6-in.-) diameter strands, Logan 
(1997) stated that LBPT was an accurate predictor of the general transfer and 
development characteristics of pretensioned members. Ramirez and Russell (2008) found 
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that the Moustafa and NASP test established the best correlation of a measure of bond 
quality for strand and measured transfer length. 
Obviously, bond performance is different for strands embedded in mortar and strands in 
concrete. Thus, for the purpose of evaluating the bond performance of strands in 
pretensioned concrete members, LBPT is more attractive. However, the typical LBPT test 
only considers one specific stand embedment length, thus the effect of the strand 
embedment length on the bond behavior cannot be analyzed using only this test.  
3.5 Pull-out Specimen Size Consideration 
In 1970, Stocker and Sozen (1970) conducted 486 simple pull-out tests on a variety of 
strand configurations. In 433 specimens, the typical bonded length was only 25.4 mm (1 
in.). In the remaining specimens, the bonded length was varied from 13 mm (0.5 in.) to 
508 mm (20 in.). The tests were discontinued when the slip reached 3.81 mm (0.15 in.). 
The tests provided the basic information on the relationship between bond force and slip 
to understand the nature of bond. A parametric study was conducted to investigate the 
effect of size of strand, strength, consistency, curing conditions, age, and settlement 
conditions of concrete, lateral confining pressure, and time effects.  Bearley et al. (1990) 
studied the effects of a grit-impregnated epoxy coating on the bond behavior of strand. 
The specimens were 203 mm × 203 mm × 305 mm (8 in. × 8 in. × 8 in.) concrete prisms. 
However, the strand embedded length in these tests was significantly shorter than the 
transfer length of the strands.  
When investigating the bond behavior of prestressing strand within the transfer length, 
the pull-out tests of very short specimens can only provide very limited information. One 
objective of this research is to investigate the influence of strand embedded length on the 
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bond behavior. For 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand, the transfer length (Lt) was varied 
from 610 mm (24 in.) to 788 mm (31 in.).  These lengths were chosen to offer a 
comparison to tests conducted by Morcous et al. (2010). Song et al. (2013) published that 
the transfer length of 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand in an AASHTO type I girder was 
approximately 533 mm (21 in.). In this research, three different specimen lengths were 
considered: 305 mm (1 ft.), 610 mm (2 ft.) and 915 mm (3 ft.). These lengths correlate 
with the aforementioned studies and approximate what is believed to be 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 
times the transfer length.  
Two specimens (A and B) were cast for the each specimen length. Thus, a total of 6 
specimens (1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A and 3B) were cast for non-pretensioned strand pull-out 
testing. Each of the specimens was labeled with a two character identification code (ID). 
The first character represents the specimen length or the strand embedment length (unit: 
ft.). The second character designates the specimen number. An example prism is 2B, 
which is 2-foot (609.6 mm) long and is the second specimen tested of that length. 
Typical spacing between prestressing stands within girders is 50.8 mm (2 in.). According 
to Song et al.
2
, 50.8 mm (2 in.) spacing is also appropriate for 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter 
strand. To ensure adequate concrete cover for the strand, a cross section of 152.4 mm (6 
in.) by 152.4 mm (6 in.) was selected. The non-pretensioned strand was centered within 
the cross section and embedded parallel to the prism specimen.  
3.6 Specimen Fabrication and Test Set up 
The concrete prisms were cast in reusable steel forms. The concrete was consolidated 




F). They were covered with two layers: wet burlap and then covered with plastic 
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sheeting. The prisms were stripped on the next day, and tested on the third day. In this 
way, the age of concrete on the pull-out test day was 2 days, which was the same for the 
pretensioned strand pull-out tests addressed in the next chapter. 
A DEtachable MEChanical (DEMEC) strain measurement system was used to measure 
the concrete surface strain. The DEMEC strain points have small metallic discs of 6.35-
mm (0.25- in.) in diameter, which were placed along the centerline of the prestressing 
strands and attached to the both sides of the concrete surfaces. The gage length was 200 
mm (7.874 in.). Thus, the average concrete surface strain within the gauge length could 
be calculated through the change of the distance between two DEMEC strain points. The 
location of these strain points is shown in Figure 3.3. For the 305 mm (1 ft.) specimen, 
two DEMEC strain points were symmetrically attached to the concrete surface along the 
specimen, and the spacing is the gage length 200 mm (7.874 in.). Thus, only one average 
strain in the middle length could be obtained for one side of the prism. For the 610 mm (2 
ft.) and 915 mm (3 ft.) specimens, the spacing of two adjacent points was a half of the 
gage length and they were symmetrically placed along the specimen length. Thus, 4 
strains could be measured for the 610 mm (2 ft.) specimen on each side and 7 strains for 
the 915 mm (3 ft.) specimen on each side. In the pull-out test, there were two ends: 
jacking end and free end. Strain 1 is the strain closest to the jacking end while Strain 4 in 
the 610 mm (2 ft.)  specimens or Strain 7 in the 915 mm (3 ft.)  specimens is the one 







Figure 3.3 Location of the strain points (unit: mm); 1mm = 0.039 in. 
 
A detailed description of the test set-up is given in Figure 3.4. It shows a horizontal steel 
frame using Hollow Structural Sections HHS        that was anchored to a strong 
floor with bolts. A hollow hydraulic jack cylinder operated by a manually-controlled 
pump was used to pull the strand, which was run concentrically through the steel frame 
and the hollow jack. A doughnut load cell was placed behind the jack, and a chuck was 
placed against the load cell. Therefore, a pull-out force was created with the elongation of 










(a) Test setup 
 
 
(b) Free end slip measurement with LVDT and caliper 
 
 
(c) Jack elongation measurement with micrometer 
Figure 3.4 Test apparatus 
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The pull-out tests focused on the relationship among pull-out force, the end slip, and the 
strain distribution. The force was recorded from the load cell. The jack cylinder was 
manually controlled to increase the pull-out force step-by-step. The pull-out force 
increased by 22 to 44 kN (5 to 10 kips) for each step. There were two strand end slips: the 
jacking end slip and the free end slip. Typically, an LVDT (Linear Variable Differential 
Transducer) was used to record the end slips. A metal hook attached to the strand with 
tape was connected to the LVDT. To validate the LVDT data, a micrometer was used to 
measure the jack cylinder elongation reflecting the jacking end slip, and a caliper was 
used to measure the “draw-in” at the free end of the strand. When the pull-out force was 
sufficient to induce free end slip, the free end of the strand would rotate, making an 
accurate measurement of free end slip with the LVDT difficult. The caliper measurement 
of the draw-in was then used as the free end slip measurement instead of the LVDT 
reading.   
As mentioned previously, the concrete surface strain was taken using the DEMEC strain 
system. The change of the concrete strain always lagged behind the increase of the pull-
out force. If the pull-out force was held constant, the concrete strain would slowly 
increase with time. But the rate of strain increase extent would decrease with time. Thus, 
there was a delay of about 3 minutes between strain measurements for each loading step. 
After the measurement of the concrete strain on two sides, the average concrete surface 
strain was obtained for each loading step. Typically, one pull-out test was completed 





3.7 Test Results for each Specimen 
The pull-out loads versus free end slip and jacking end slip are shown in Figure 3.5 (a) 
through Figure 3.5 (c). In the legend in Figure 3.5, the first two characters designated the 
specimen ID; the rest designated the type of slip (free end or jacking end). Due to the 
significant difference of both the slip and the pull-out force among different specimens, 
the scale is only the same for the specimens with the same length. The jacking end slip 
gradually increased as the pull-out force elongated the jack cylinder. In contrast, the free 
end slip remained zero until the pull-out force increased to a force that caused relative 
slip along the entire embedded strand.  
The development of the concrete surface strains at different locations is shown in Figure 
3.6 (a) through Figure 3.6 (f). The location of the measured strain, which is represented 
by the strain identification number, is already shown in Figure 3.3. For specimen 1A/1B, 
only strain 1 was obtained which was in the middle of the specimen. For other specimens, 
the distance of two adjacent strains was 100 mm (3.937 in.), and the measured end strain 
was approximately 55 mm (2.165 in.) away from the specimen end. Strains 1 through 4 
were measured for specimen 2A/2B while Strains 1 through 7 were measured for 
specimen 3A/3B. It should be noted that the strain could not always be recorded for the 
last load step due to strand slip failure. The failure mode for different specimens is 
discussed in a later section. 
The 305 mm (1 ft.) long specimens (1A and 1B): As shown in Figure 3.5 (a), the 
ultimate pull-out forces for these two specimen was very close, with the average of both 
being 153 kN (34.4 kips); the free end slip for both was 6.553 mm (0.258 in.) and 3.632 
mm (0.143 in.), respectively. The free end slip started when the pull-out force was 
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approximately 10 kN (2.2 kips). Both the pull-out force and the slip gradually increased 
until failure of the specimens occurred.  The relationship between the force and the free 
end slip was parabolic, while the jacking end slip increased linearly with the load. As 
shown in Figure 3.6 (a) and (b), the concrete surface strain 1 linearly increased with the 
load. The strain was approximately 150 microstrain when the load reached 150 kN (33.7 
kips).  
The 610 mm (2 ft.) long specimens (2A and 2B): As shown in Figure 3.5 (b), free end 
slip occurred in these specimens when the pull-out force was approximately 30 kN (6.7 
kips), indicating that the adhesion force between the strand and the concrete was lost at 
this loading. Adhesion between the strand and concrete caused the initial slope of the 
curves to be extremely steep. The maximum pull-out force of the strand was 263 kN 
(59.1 kips), while the ultimate force for the last loading was 227 kN (51.0 kips) with a 
corresponding free end slip of about 25 mm (0.984 in.). The load versus free end slip 
curve shows two stages of slip development; the free end slip increased linearly before 
the load reaches approximately 200 kN (45.0 kips) with a slip approximately 2 mm 
(0.079 in.). The loading then increased slowly and dropped suddenly at various intervals. 
For specimen 2A, the recorded first pull-out force drop occurred when the load reached 
213 kN (47.9 kips), and the corresponding free end slip was 7.2 mm (0.283 in.); for 
specimen 2B, the recorded first pull-out force drop occurred when the load reached 232 
kN (52.2 kips) and the corresponding free end slip was 8.5 mm (0.335 kips). A force drop 
then occurred when the test was temporarily suspended to manually record the concrete 
surface strain. If the strand had been pulled continuously instead of by step-by-step 
loading, a force drop would not likely have occurred. During the stage of the force drop, 
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there was increase in the free end slip and the jacking end slip, indicating the 
development of the stand slip along the entire specimen. It was apparent that the extent of 
force drop at the early time was smaller. For Specimen 2A, there were two distinct force 
drops, both of which drop back to 227 kN (51.0 kips) three minutes after the previous 
load; for specimen 2B, the ultimate force also dropped to 227 kN (51.0 kips). The pull-
out tests were discontinued, and the repeated force drops was regarded was deemed a 
strand slip failure.  It was observed that as the force drop occurred an accompanying 
strand rotation occurred as well. The free end strand began to rotate when the pull-out 
force reached approximately 200 kN (45.0 kips). With the increase in the force, the strand 
continued to rotate. The ultimate free end rotation for specimens 2A and 2B was about 
9.5 degrees and 7 degrees, respectively. The deviation was measured between the strand 
centerline and the LVDT string, and the rotation angle was calculated. It should be noted 
that the measured rotation angle was not very accurate.  
In Figure 3.6 (c) and (d), the measured concrete surface strains at four locations along the 
specimen are plotted. The strain 1 (jacking end) occurred earlier than the others, then 
strain 2, strain 3, and finally strain 4, indicating that the pull-out force was gradually 
transferred to the strand from the jacking end to the free end.  At low loads, the concrete 
surface strains slowly increased linearly with the load. When the load approached the 
maximum, the strains began to drastically increase. Two reasons contributed to this 
phenomenon. One is that the larger pull-out force results in a significant concrete strain 
increase. The second reason is that time is required for the pull-out force to be transferred 
to the strand and then to the surrounding concrete. Although there was a 3 minute pause 
between loading steps, it seems that this waiting time was not long enough to allow the 
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force to fully transfer to the concrete. A similar phenomenon occurred for the stress 
transfer after the release of the prestressing strand, verifying that the concrete surface 
stress within the transfer length develops with time (Song et al. 2013). 
The 915 mm (3 ft.) long specimens (3A and 3B): As shown in Figure 3.5 (c), when the 
pull-out force reached 60 kN (13.5 kips), free end slip occurred, and the adhesion along 
the entire specimen was lost. The maximum pull-out force was approximately 350 kN 
(78.7 kips), which was the strand breaking strength. The ultimate free end slip for 
specimen 3A was 1.6 mm (0.063 in.), and the slip for specimen 3B was 3.6 mm (0.142 
in.). The curve of free end slip at the beginning was very steep.  This was followed by a 
distinct plateau for the jacking end slip curve when the pull-out force approached the 
yield strength 318 kN (71.5 kips) and plastic tension behavior occurred within the strand.  
On the other hand, the plateau for the free end slip curve is very short, and was test was 
terminated when the strand broke at the chuck. A force drop also occurred for the longer 
specimens. When the force was increased to 226 kN (50.8 kips), the force dropped 5 kN 
(1.1 kips) which is only 2% of the pull-out force. It was noted that the strand rotation was 
not detected for this longer specimen. Also, the strand break force was less than the 
strand breaking strength measured in the previous strand tension tests, although these 
strands are from the same spool, indicating that the pull-out force may have reached the 
stand breaking force before the strand break failure in the pull-out tests. This 
phenomenon may be attributed to the boundary condition change caused by the local 
behavior at the chuck. In Figure 3.6 (e) and (f), the measured concrete surface strains at 
seven locations along the specimen are plotted. The strain 1 (jacking end) developed 
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earlier than other strains, then strain 2, strain 3, through strain 7. The curves for different 
























Figure 3.5 Pull-out force versus strand slip at two ends for non-pretensioned 





































(b) 610-mm (2-ft.) Specimens 


















































(c) 915-mm (3-ft.) Specimens 








































Figure 3.6 Development of concrete surface strain for non-pretensioned specimens; 
































(b) Specimen 1B 




















































(d) Specimen 2B 



















































(f) Specimen 3B 























































3.8 Test Results Analysis and Comparison 
Failure mode: For specimens with different lengths, the failure modes were totally 
different. The failure of specimens 1A, 1B, 3A, and 3B was very brittle and sudden, 
while the failure of specimens 2A and 2B was ductile. For specimens 1A and 1B with 
length 0.5 Lt, the free end slip gradually increased with the pull-out force until a sudden 
concrete splitting failure occurred. As shown in Figure 3.7 (a), a splitting crack located 
along the entire specimen at the centerline of the specimen occurred separating the 
specimen into two parts. Some grout powder was observed at the splitting interface 
between the strand and the concrete. Also, distinct abrasion marks were detected at the 
concrete/strand interface, indicating that the sudden slip severely damaged the interface 
which resulted in the development of splitting cracks across the cross section.   
For specimens 2A and 2B, the failure mode was strand slip and rotation, as shown in 
Figure 3.7(b). After the pull-out force exceeded 200 kN (45.0 kips), the free end slip 
drastically increased while the force fluctuated. Finally, the tape used for the LVDT hook 
in the free end is close to the specimen free end. Accompanying the significant slip was 
distinct strand rotation, which was observed from the angle between the strand and the 
LVDT string.   
For specimens 3A and 3B, the failure mode was the strand break at the chuck on the 
jacking side (the strand dent is caused by the constraint of the chuck), as shown in Figure 
3.7 (c). The fracture plane for each wires of the strand was approximately 45 degree to 
the twist direction. At the beginning of the strand break, only one or some wires broke, 





(a) Concrete splitting Failure for 0.5 Lt Specimens 
(e)  
 




(c) Strand break at the Chuck Failure for 1.5 Lt Specimens 
Figure 3.7 Failure modes for specimens with different strand embedment length 
 
The relationship between the pull-out force and the free end slip: For the 305, 610 and 
915 mm (1, 2 and 3 ft.) long specimens, the maximum pull-out force were 153, 263 and 
350 kN (34.4, 59.1 and 78.7 kips), respectively. If we assume the bond stress is uniformly 
distributed along the specimen, the average pull-out force per unit length for these 
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specimens would be 0.50, 0.43 and 0.39 kN/mm (2.86 , 2.46 and 2.18 kips/in.), 
individually. This indicates that the shorter specimen has a higher bond stress to resist the 
pull-out force, or the shorter specimen has a greater bond capacity per unit length in 
comparison with the longer specimen. The ultimate free end slip of the 305 mm (1 ft.) 
long specimens and the 915 mm (3 ft.) long specimens were significantly smaller than 
that of the 610 mm (2 ft.) long specimens. As shown in Figure 3.8 (a), the initial slope of 
the curves for the longer specimen was significantly greater than that of the shorter 
specimen. For the 305, 610 and 915 mm (1, 2 and 3 ft.) long specimens (i.e. 0.5 Lt, 1.0 Lt, 
1.5 Lt specimens), the average ratio of the pull-out force to the free end slip in the initial 
stage was 90, 140 and 270 kN/mm (513.91, 799.42 and 1541.74 kips/in.). The ratio for 
the 1.5 Lt specimens was almost twice of the ratio for the 1.0 Lt specimens, and is triple 
of the 0.5 Lt specimens. The typical relationship between the pull-out force and the free 
end slip is plotted in Figure 3.8 (b). For the 0.5 Lt specimens, the curve is parabolic until 
a sudden concrete splitting. For the 1.0 Lt specimens, the free end slip initially linearly 
increases with the pull-out force, and then the curve reaches a plateau where the slip 
continuously increases while the pull-out force fluctuates. For the 1.5 Lt specimens, the 
free end slip initially slowly linearly increases with the force, then the slip increases 
faster, finally the strand breaks. Because of the adhesion force, the required pull-out force 
is larger for the longer specimens to cause the initial free end slip. The loss of chemical 
adhesion will be compensated by friction and mechanical interlock. The pull-out forces 
activating the free end strand slip for the 305, 610 and 915 mm (1, 2 and 3 ft.) long 















(b) Typical Curves 


















































Concrete strain distribution: The development of the concrete surface strains at different 
locations under loading is presented in Figure 3.6. We observed that the development of 
the concrete surface strain for the specimens of the same length is similar. For the 
purpose of comparison, the concrete strain distribution measured at the pull-out force 
close to the failure (the last measured strain for each pull-out test) was investigated. In 
Figure 3.9 (a) and (b), the legend includes two parts: the first part is the specimen ID, and 
the second part is the value of the pull-out force. It is shown that the concrete surface 
strain along the specimen approximately linearly decreases from the jacking end to the 
free end. Figure 3.9 (a) shows that the position of the curves for the longer specimen is 
higher due to the larger pull-out force. Figure 3.9 (b) shows the concrete surface strain 
distribution when the pull-out force is close to 250 kN (56.2 kips), indicating the position 
of the curves for the longer specimen is lower because the pull-out force is transferred to 












(b) Concrete Surface Strain at a Specific Load 
Figure 3.9 Comparison of the selected measured concrete surface strain distribution; 



































Strain Location (mm) 
1A, 153 kN 
1B, 153 kN 
2A, 250 kN 
2B, 264 kN 
3A, 339 kN 



































Strain Location (mm) 
2A, 250 kN 
2B, 264 kN 
3A, 251 kN 
3B, 264 kN 
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3.9 Conclusions and Discussion 
The bond behavior of 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strands was studied through six non-
pretensioned pull-out tests of specimens with different strand embedment lengths (0.5 Lt, 
1.0 Lt and 1.5 Lt,). The effect of strand embedment length on the bond behavior was 
addressed. The relationship between the pull-out force and the slip, the concrete surface 
strain distribution and development, and the specimen failure modes were investigated. 
Based on the present study, the conclusions can be drawn as follows: 
1. The specimens with different strand embedment length have different failure modes. 
For the 0.5 Lt specimens, the failure mode was brittle concrete splitting along the entire 
specimen. For the 1.0 Lt specimens, the failure mode was the significant strand slip 
accompanied with strand rotation; the ultimate pull-out force fluctuates while strand 
keeps slipping. For the 1.5 Lt specimens, the failure mode is the sudden break of strand at 
the chuck.  
2. The relationship between the pull-out force and the free end slip is different for the 
specimens with different length. For the 0.5 Lt specimen, the curve is parabolic until a 
sudden concrete splitting. For the 1.0 Lt specimen, the free end slip initially linearly 
increases with the pull-out force, and then the curve reaches a plateau where the slip 
continuously increases while the pull-out force fluctuates. For the 1.5 Lt specimen, the 
free end slip initially slowly linearly increases with the force, then the slip increases 
faster than before, and finally the strand breaks. The ultimate free end slips for the 0.5 Lt 
and 1.5 Lt specimens are very small due to their brittle failure.  
3. Although the maximum pull-out force for the longer specimen is larger, the shorter 
specimen has a greater bond capacity per unit length. For the 305, 610 and 915 mm (1, 2 
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and 3 ft.) long specimens, the maximum pull-out forces (bond capacity) are 153, 263 and 
350 kN (34.4, 59.1 and 78.7 kips), respectively; the average pull-out forces per unit 
length for these specimens are 0.50, 0.43 and 0.39 kN/mm (2.86 , 2.46 and 2.18 kips/in.), 
respectively.  
4. The initial slope of the force-free end slip curves of the longer specimen is 
significantly greater than that of the shorter specimen. The slope for the 1.5 Lt specimen 
is almost twice of the ratio for the 1.0 Lt specimen, and is triple of the 0.5 Lt specimen. 
5. Except for the 0.5Lt specimen, pull-out force drop occurs during the pause of the jack 
elongation when the force exceeds a certain level. However, the extent of the force drop 
for the 1.0 Lt specimen is more distinct than that for the 1.5 Lt specimen. Furthermore, 
the strand rotation is accompanied with the force drop for the 1.0 Lt specimen while no 
apparent strand rotation is detected for the 1.5 Lt specimen. 
6. The adhesion between strand and concrete was studied. Initially, the pull-out force 
results in the loss of the adhesion to activate the free end slip. Once the slip occurs, the 
loss of chemical adhesion will be compensated by friction and mechanical interlock. The 
required force to cause the initial free end slip is larger for the longer specimen.  The 
pull-out forces activating the free end strand slip for 305 mm, 610 mm and 915 mm (1, 2 
and 3 ft.) specimens are approximately 10, 30, and 60 kN (2.25, 6.74 and 13.49 kips), 
respectively. 
7. The concrete surface strain linearly increases with the pull-out force. The distribution 
of the strains along the entire specimen is approximately linear. 
Through the analysis of the pull-out test results, it revealed that the bond behavior was 
dependent on strand embedment length. The previous pull-out studies have not 
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considered this factor; however, it is suggested that the three different strand embedment 
lengths (0.5 Lt, 1.0 Lt, and 1.5 Lt) be considered as standard to evaluate the bond 
behavior for the strand. Also, the relationship between the strand embedment length and 
the bond capacity can be directly used as design guideline. When the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) 
diameter strand is used in prestressed concrete girders, it is suggested that 1.5 Lt should 
be used as the minimum embedment length to avoid anchorage failure. The transfer 
length could be analyzed from the failure mode of the pull-out test, because the failure 
mode shall be strand break once the strand embedment length is longer than the transfer 
length and the failure mode shall be strand slip when the embedment length is close to the 
transfer length. This provides a new thinking way to determine the transfer length.  
Finally, this pull-out testing revealed that the bond was a time-dependent process. 
Although we waited about 3 minutes and then measured the concrete surface strain at the 
end of the each loading step, it seemed that the time was not enough long to allow the 
pull-out force to fully transfer from the strand to the concrete. No distinct concrete 
surface strain was detected during the first several loading steps. The occurrence of force 




Chapter 4 : Bond Mechanism and Pull-out Tests of Pretensioned 
Specimens 
4.1 Introduction 
Bond refers to the interaction and transfer of force between steel strands and concrete. 
Without the bond, the pretensioned concrete members would not be possible. For the 
pretensioned concrete members, the anchorage and development of prestressing force 
exclusively depend on the bond since the release of strands. The bond in pretensioned 
concrete members may be categorized as the transfer bond and the flexural bond. The 
former exists at the release of the prestressing strand through the transfer of the prestress 
force from the strand to the concrete in the end zone. The latter starts acting when the 
external loads is applied and causes the increase of the strand stress and concrete cracking. 
In essence, bond controls the behavior of the pretensioned concrete members; the effect 
of bond is of great interest. 
 Extensive research on the transfer bond and flexural bond has been conducted 
parametrically. There are a number of variables affecting the bond: strand diameter, 
strand location and spacing, strand release method, strand surface condition, concrete 
strength, concrete cracking, concrete age, curing condition and so on. Janney (1954) 
tested the prestressed concrete prisms to determine the distribution of prestress transfer 
bond when the strand was released. Also, the short beam specimens were three-point-
loaded to failure to investigate the flexural bond. The effect of the diameter and surface 
condition of the steel wire, and concrete strength was studied. Hanson and Kaar (1959) 
conducted an investigation of flexural bond in 47 beams pretensioned with seven wire 
strands. The effect of the embedment length and diameter of strand on the bond 
performance was studied. Stocker and Sozen (1970) conducted 486 tests of simple pull-
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out specimens with short embedment lengths. The basic information on the relationship 
between bond and slip was provided. A number of variables were investigated: size of 
strand, concrete, lateral confining pressure and time effect. A hypothesis on the nature of 
bond for plain wire and strand was developed, and a simple conceptual model was 
proposed to explain the bond characteristics. Abrishami and Mitchell (1993) studied the 
bond characteristics of pretensioned strand along the transfer length and the development 
length. The average bond stress was directly obtained from measured forced in the strand 
rather than the strains measured on the strands or concrete surface.  
However, the understanding of the nature of bond is still incomplete because the sources 
of bond are microscopic in nature. Bond originates from the chemical adhesion, friction 
and mechanical interlock between the strand and concrete. A rational understanding of 
the bond mechanism would help reduce the amount of required testing and develop the 
guideline for the design of pretensioned concrete members. General concept of bond was 
discussed by the previous research (Leonhardt, 1964; Stocker and Sozen, 1970; Russell 
and Burns, 1993). Very little effort has been made to quantify the elements of bond 
mechanism. Due to the rigid brittle behavior of the adhesion bond, it disappears as soon 
as the relative slip occurs between the strand and the surrounding concrete. The slip 
within the concrete members cannot be directly detected or measured, causing the 
difficulty in quantifying its contribution. This component is ignored in most cases. 
Friction, a recognized main component of bond, is of large variability and 
unpredictability. According the classic Column friction theory, there are two main factors 
for the friction: normal pressure and friction coefficient. The normal pressure is hard to 
obtain at the interface, and its distribution along the strand and around the strand is 
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complicated. Furthermore, the friction coefficient is dependent of the surface condition of 
the strands, causing the large variability. Mechanical interlock is attributed to the normal 
force, friction coefficient between the strand and the concrete, and the pitch angle of the 
outer wires of the strands. Therefore, it is very difficult to quantify its contribution to the 
bond although it is traditionally regarded as the largest contributor to the flexural bond. 
4.2 Research Significance 
The primary objective of the research in this chapter was to investigate the bond behavior 
of the prestressing 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand in high strength concrete through the 
pull-out tests of specimens with different pretension levels and specimen length (strand 
embedment length). Firstly, 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand is attractive due to its 
larger strength capacity and concrete with high early strength contributes to accelerated 
bridge construction. However, the bond of the prestressing strand is unknown. Secondly, 
it is very important to introduce a standardized feasible and reliable pretensioned pull-out 
test method. The previous research (Stocker and Sozen, 1970; Bearley and Johnson, 1990) 
studied the bond behavior through the typical simple pull-out tests of the non-
pretensioned concrete members. Some members and participants of PCI’s Prestressing 
Steel Committee even objected that a non-pretensioned pull-out test may not provide the 
true bond information of pretensioned strand (Logan, 1996). In fact, it is reasonable to 
believe there is a difference between the non-pretensioned and pretensioned strand 
because of the Hoyer’s effect. Thirdly, both the level of pretension force and the 
specimen length affect the bond; however, the effect of these two parameters has not 
been addressed in the previous pull-out tests. Finally, the contribution of each component 
of the bond mechanisms has never been quantified. By comparison of the results of the 
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pull-out tests of the non-pretensioned and pretensioned speciemens, the bond mechanism 
in the end zone of the pretensioned concrete members will be deeply investigated in this 
chapter. Thus, a reliable pretensioned pull-out test method is proposed in this chapter, to 
help understand the bond behavior of the pretensioned strand and quantify bond 
mechanism. 
4.3 Bond Mechanism 
The resource of the bond between the prestressing strand and concrete includes adhesion, 
Hoyer’s effect and mechanical interlock. Although the friction is not listed as a separate 
bond mechanism, both Hoyer’s effect and mechanical interlock are dependent of the 
friction (Russell and Burns, 1993). Without friction, the bond stress from Hoyer’s effect 
would be zero and that from mechanical interlock would be reduced. 
4.3.1 Adhesion 
Adhesion is a chemical mechanism between the concrete and the steel. As shown in 
Figure 4.1(a), it effectively prevents the relative slip at the interface until a critical stress 
is reached. The adhesion is easily destroyed once slip has occurred, and the loss of 
adhesion is immediate. The transfer zone is, in essence, characterized by the strand slip. 
Since the release of the prestressing force, adhesion would have not contributed to the 
bond in the transfer zone and can be neglected due to the relative slip. 
4.3.2 Hoyer’s effect 
Hoyer’s effect, referred to as “wedge action”, was investigated in 1939 (Hoyer and 
Friedrich 1939). It is active exclusively in the transfer zone in the pretensioned concrete 
members. This mechanism is shown in Figure 4.1(b). When the steel strand is 
pretensioned, the tensile force causes a reduction of the strand diameter by Poisson’s ratio 
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as it is elongated.  The tensile force is released once the surrounding concrete hardens. 
Upon the release of the prestressing force, the strand loses its initial prestress and tries to 
regain the original shape. However, the surrounding concrete prevents the lateral 
expansion of the strand, causing a radial pressure and activating a high friction at the 
interface between concrete and strand. This friction resistance opposes relative movement 
at the interface. It is apparent that the bond stress and the radial pressure due to the 
Hoyer’s effect are larger for the strand close to the free end. 
4.3.3 Mechanical interlock 
In the seven wire strand, six outside wires wrap a central wire in a helical pattern. As 
shown in Figure 4.1(c), the “humped” shape of the strand bears against the ridges of the 
surrounding concrete in the interstices of the strand.  When the strand attempts to slip 
relative to the concrete “envelope”, these concrete ridges will resist the displacement of 
the strand. The concrete stress distribution around the strand is not uniform due to the 
mechanical interlock. After the initial shear failure of the interlocking concrete ridges, the 
interface become relatively rough. With further sliding, the concrete surface is abraded 
and loose wear particles are formed at the interface. 
Mechanical interlock is the largest contributor to the flexural bond. It depends on the 
pitch angle of the outer wires of the strand, the friction coefficient and the normal force at 










(b) Hoyer’s effect 
 
(c) Mechanical interlock 
Figure 4.1 Bond mechanisms for pretensioned concrete members 
 
4.4 Idealization of Bond Mechanism in Transfer Zone 
Russell and Burns (1993) proposed an idealized bond mechanism in the anchorage end 
zone. As shown in Figure 4.2, the bond for the transfer of pretensioned force is mainly 
from Hoyer’s effect and mechanical interlock. Janney’s test results (Janney, 1954) 
supported that most of the transfer bond developed due to the Hoyer’s effect, because the 
wires were smooth in his transfer length experiments and thus mechanical interlock could 
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not contribute to bond. As for the pretensioned strand, the relative contribution of each 
bond mechanism is unknown, although Russell and Burns (1993) claimed that most of 
the transfer bond probably was from Hoyer’s effect because mechanical interlock had not 
been fully developed. 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Idealization of bond mechanism in transfer zone 
 
4.5 Test Program 
One objective was to quantify the contribution of each transfer bond mechanism. Three 
sets of prisms with different specimen length were cast as shown in Table 4.1. The strand 
and the concrete were the same as in the non-pretensioned pull-out test addressed in 
chapter 3. The strand was located at the concrete center through the length of the 
specimen. The identification code of the specimen includes two parts connected by “-”. 
The first part represents the specimen length or the strand embedment length (unit: ft.). 
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The second character designates the pretension force (unit: kips). Therefore, an example 
prism was 1-60, which was the 1 ft (305 mm) specimen with pretension force 60 kips 
(267 kN). It was noted that there were two non-pretensioned specimens for each set (their 
test results have been shown in chapter 3); thus, they were named as “X-00A” or  “X-
00B”, in which “X” was specimen length (unit:ft). In chapter 3, these non-pretensioned 
specimens were named as “XA” or “XB”. 
As mentioned, the main objective was to investigate the bond property of the 
pretensioned specimens. Three pretension levels were considered: 20, 40 and 60 kips (89, 
178 and 267 kN). The specimens were cast and stored in the same environment as the 
non-pretensioned specimens. The prisms were stripped and the pretensioned strand was 
cut with the electrical saw 24 hours after concrete cast. The pullout test was conducted 
two days after the concrete cast. In this way, the age of concrete on the pull-out test day 
was 2 days, which was the same for the non-pretensioned strand pull-out test. Therefore, 
the only difference of the pretenioned specimens in this chapter and the non-pretensioned 
specimens in chapter 3 was the consideration of the pretension force which causing one 
Hoyer’s effect within the transfer zone. Through the comparison of the pull-out test for 
both non-pretensioned and pretensioned specimens, the bond mechanism could be 
quantitatively investigated. In addition, with consideration of different specimen length 
and pretension force, the relationship between the transfer length and the pretension force 












































1-00A 305 0 0 0 6 153 6.6 154 No No Concrete split 
1-00B 305 0 0 0 10 153 3.6 142 No No Concrete split 
1-20 305 89 62 1.9 85 181 50.3 219 Yes Yes Strand slip 
1-40 305 178 32 2.3 80 187 49.7 244 Yes Yes Strand slip 
1-60 305 267 61 3.0 80 190 99.8 218 Yes Yes Strand slip 
2-00A 610 0 0 0 30 262 24.4 290 Yes Yes Strand slip 
2-00B 610 0 0 0 25 264 26.4 228 Yes Yes Strand slip 
2-20 610 89 13 0.5 110 321 89.6 330 Yes No Strand slip 
2-40 610 178 159 0.9 222 331 21.7 455 Yes No Strand slip 
2-60 610 267 236 1.9 268 329 14.3 465 Yes No Strand slip 
3-00A 915 0 0 0 57 339 1.6 274 Yes No Strand break 
3-00B 915 0 0 0 64 350 3.3 302 Yes No Strand break 
3-20 915 89 72 1.2 96 323 2.4 467 No No Strand break 
3-40 915 178 130 1.6 202 367 2.5 442 No No Strand break 
3-60 915 267 217 2.2 240 374 1.5 483 No No Strand break 
 
1 mm = 0.039 in.; 1 kN = 0.225 kips 
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As shown in Figure 4.3, an II-shape horizontal steel frame using HHS        were 
anchored to the ground using bolts. Two chucks (Chuck A and B) were used in both ends 
of the strand. Through the elongation of the jack cylinder, the strand was pretensioned. 
The Load Cell against the Chuck A provided the value of the pretension force. The 
concrete specimen was cast using steel forms. One day after the concrete cast, the 
pretensioned strand was cut at the right cut point. The stand in the right free end lost the 
initial prestress and swelled, resulting in a Hoyer’s effect. The suck-in in the free end at 
transfer can be measured with caliper; the pretension force drop was recorded by the load 
cell. In the pullout test, the pullout force was caused by the jack cylinder. The load cell 
behind the Chuck A recorded the pullout force; LVDT A and B recorded the slip of 
strand in the jacking end and the free end. During the process of the pull-out test, the 
concrete surface strain along the specimen can be recorded using DEMEC strain gauge 
system. The layout of the strain points was the same as that for the non-pretesnsioned 
specimens. The concrete surface strain was measured twice before the start of the pull-out 
test: just at the release of the pretension force and just before the pull-out test (one day 
after the strand cutting). During the step-loaded pull-out test, the pull-out force was 
manually controlled by the elongation of the cylinder, and the concrete surface strain was 






Figure 4.3 Pull-out test setup for pretenisoned specimens 
 
4.6 Test Results for each Specimen 
The pull-out loads vs. free end slip and jacking end slip are shown in Figure 4.4 (a) 
through Figure 4.4 (i). Due to the significant difference of both the slip and the pull-out 
force among different specimens, the scale was only the same for the specimens with the 
same length. The jacking end slip keeps increase since the pull-out force was caused by 
the elongation of the jack cylinder. In contrast, the free end remains at zero until the pull-
out force increases to the extent that causes the strand slip along the entire specimen. The 
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relationship between the pull-out force and the concrete surface strains at different 
locations is shown in Figure 4.5(a) through Figure 4.5(i). The number in the legend 
represents the strain point, and the location of the strain points is shown in Figure 3.3. 
The 305 mm (1 ft.) long specimens (1-20, 1-40 and 1-60): Generally, the pretension 
level was 75% of the strand ultimate strength. For the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand, 
75% of the strand ultimate strength was 267 kN (60 kips). For the specimen 1-20, 1-40 
and 1-60, their pretension force was 89, 178 and 267 kN (20, 40 and 60 kips), 
respectively; and their effective pretension force after strand release was 62, 32 and 61 
kN (13.9, 7.2 and 13.7 kips), respectively. Although the pretension levels were 
significantly different, the effective pretension forces were very close. It indicates that the 
305 mm (12 in.) long specimen has a bond capacity limit to effectively transfer the 
pretension force to the concrete. The transfer length was related to the pretension level. 
When the pretension force was larger than 178 kN (40 kips), the transfer length for the 
18-mm-diatmeter strand was longer than 305 mm (12 in.). This was validated by our 
previous findings that the transfer length of the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand 
approximates to 610 mm (24 in.) when the pretension force was 267 kN or 60 kips (Ma 
and Burdette, 2011). 
Force drop (described in chapter3) during the pull-out process was detected when the 
pull-out force reaches a certain level. The force drop extent for the specimen 1-60 was 
more apparent than that for specimen 1-40 and 1-20. For all pretensioned 305 mm (12 in.) 
specimens, the strand in the free end starts to rotate when the pull-out force approximates 
to 170 kN (38.2 kips). However, neither force drop nor strand rotation was detected for 
the non-pretensioned specimen 1-00A and 1-00B. The ultimate pull-out force for the non-
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pretensioned specimen was about 150 kN (33.7 kips) while force drop in the pretensioned 
pull-out force appears when the pull-out force approximate to 150 kN (33.7 kips). For all 
pretensioned 305 mm (12 in.) specimens, the strand in the free end does not slip at the 
beginning of the pull-out force. Instead, the free end strand slip starts when the pull-out 
force increases from the initial effective strand force to 80 kN (18.0 kips) which was 
close to the pretension level for specimen 1-20. For the non-pretensioned specimens, the 
adhesion contributes little to the bond and it can be neglected; the free end slip occurs 
once the pull-out force damage the chemical adhesion along the entire specimen. For the 
pretensioned specimens, adhesion has already disappeared upon the release of the strand; 
this initial steep load-slip curve was attributed to the Hoyer’s effect, and the free end slip 
was activated because the tension in strand reduces the steel area and the radial pressure 
on concrete, causing the damage of the Hoyer’s effect. 
As shown in Figure 4.5(a) through (c), the concrete surface strain developes with time 
and increasing pull-out force. The load-strain curve was composed of two stages. In stage 
I (transfer stage), which was from the strand cut to the start of pull-out,  the strain 
continuously increases while the effective pretension force in the jacking end strand 
decreases with time. In stage II (pull-out stage), which was the pull-out process, the 
concrete surface strain developes with the increasing pull-out force. For all 305 mm (12 
in.)  pretensioned specimens, the ultimate pull-out force and the ultimate strain were very 
close despite of the different pretension level, indicating the bond capacity limit for this 
short specimen. 
The 610 mm (2 ft.) long specimens (2-20, 2-40 and 2-60): Apparent force drop occurs 
for all three specimens, and this phenomenon was more notable for the specimen with 
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higher pretension level. By comparison with the 305 mm (12 in.) specimens of the same 
pretension force, the extent of force drop was larger. However, unlike the pretensioned 
305 mm (12 in.) specimens, no stand rotation was detected. For the specimen 2-20, 2-40 
and 2-60, the effective pretension force after strand release was 13, 159 and 236 kN (2.9, 
35.7 and 53.1 kips). Unlike the pretensioned 305 mm (12 in.) specimens, higher 
pretension level causes larger effective pretension force in the strand for the 610 mm (24 
in.) pretensioned specimens, and the effective pretension force does not decrease with 
time.  For the specimen 2-20, 2-40 and 2-60, due to the Hoyer’s effect, the free end strand 
starts to move into the concrete until the pull-out force increases from the initial effective 
pretension force to 110, 222 and 268 kN (24.7, 49.8 and 60.2 kips), respectively. 
As shown in Figure 4.5(d) through (f), the concrete surface strain developes with time 
and pull-out force. In stage I, the concrete surface strain keeps increase while the 
effective pretension force remains the same since the release of the prestressing strand. 
This indicates the pretension force transfer was a time-dependent process. In the transfer 
zone, the pretension force transfer to the surrounding concrete, and result in the 
redistribution of strain within concrete. Higher pretension force causes higher effective 
pretension force higher concrete surface strain. In stage II, the concrete surface strain 
increases with the pull-out force. The slope of the strain development curve of the points 
close to the jacking end was smaller while that close to the free end was steeper. In other 
words, the concrete strain close to the jacking end always increases faster than that close 
to the free end with the increase of the pull-out force. Although the maximum pull-out 
force was close for all 610 mm (24 in.) pretensioned specimens, the measured concrete 
surface strain was higher for the specimen with higher pretension level, especially the 
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specimen 2-20. This was because the effective pretension force of specimen 2-20 was 
significantly lower than the other two specimens, resulting in the smaller concrete surface 
strain in stage I. As mentioned in the section “Test program”, it was one day that was 
from the strand cutting to the start of the pull-out test, while the pull-out test lasts only 
three to four hours. Concrete strain distribution is a time-dependent process; longer time 
helps the transfer of the force from the strand to the concrete and the development of the 
concrete strain. 
The 915 mm (3 ft.) long specimens (3-20, 3-40 and 3-60): As shown in Figure 4.5 (g) 
through (i), neither apparent force drop nor stand rotation was detected. For the specimen 
3-20, 3-40 and 3-60, the effective pretension force after strand release was 72, 130 and 
217 kN (16.2, 29.2 and 48.8 kips), respectively. However, for the non-pretensioned 915 
mm (36 in.) specimen 3-00A and 3-00B, force drop of small amplitude occurs when the 
pull-out force exceeds a certain level. Higher pretension level causes larger effective 
pretension force in the strand for the 915 mm (36 in.) pretensioned specimens, and the 
effective pretension force does not decrease with time.  For the specimen 3-20, 3-40 and 
3-60, due to the Hoyer’s effect, the free end strand start to move into the concrete until 
the pull-out force increase from the initial effective pretension force to 96, 202 and 240 
kN (21.5, 45.5 and 53.9 kips), respectively. 
As shown in Figure 4.5(g) through (i), the development of the concrete surface strain was 
similar to that of the 610 mm (24 in.) pretensioned specimens. The concrete surface strain 
developes with time and pull-out force. In stage I, the concrete surface strain keeps 
increase while the effective pretension force remains the same since the release of the 
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prestressing strand. Higher pretension force results in higher concrete surface strain, and 


























   Figure 4.4 Pull-out force versus strand slip at two ends for pretensioned specimens; 



























(b) Specimen 1-40 























































(d) Specimen 2-20 




















































(f) Specimen 2-60 

















































(h) Specimen 3-40 













































(i) Specimen 3-60 
Figure 4.4 continued 




































Figure 4.5 Development of concrete surface strain for pretensioned specimens; 1kN 






























(b) Specimen 1-40  




















































(d) Specimen 2-20 
















































(f) Specimen 2-60 





















































(h) Specimen 3-40 
























































(i) Specimen 3-60 






























4.7 Test Results Analysis and Comparison 
One day after concrete cast, the pretensioned strand was cut using an electrical saw. The 
strand close to the cut point unraveled because of the sudden release of the pretension 
force, as shown in Figure 4.6. It seems that a higher level of unraveling was accompanied 
with a larger suck-in. The number in the legends in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 represents 
the specimen length (unit: ft). For example, the curve 1 represents the results for all three 
1 ft (305 mm) pretensioned specimens with 89, 178 and 267 kN (20, 40 and 60 kips) 
pretensioned levels. As shown in Figure 4.7, higher pretension force results in larger 
strand suck-in for the specimens of the same length. However, higher pretension level 
does not always cause larger effective pretension force. In Figure 4.8, for the 610 mm (2ft) 
and 915 mm (3ft) specimens, higher pretension level leads to larger effective pretension 
force, and the two curves were close to each other; for the specimens of 305 mm (1ft), the  
effective pretension force (one day after strand cut) was at the same level despite the 
different pretension force. This disparity was because of the specimen length. As 
mentioned, the transfer length for the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand approximates to 
610 mm (24 in.) when the pretension force was 75% of the ultimate strand strength. Once 
the specimen was longer than the transfer length, the bond within the transfer zone can be 
fully developed to transfer the pretension force from strand to concrete. Otherwise, due to 
the bond capacity limit, the bond in the end zone (shorter than transfer length) cannot 
effectively transfer the pretension force no matter how high the pretension level was. In 
Figure 4.9, two series of concrete surface strain distribution along the specimen was 
plotted: one was the strain distribution one day after strand cut (just before the pull-out 
test), and the other was the last measured strain distribution during the pull-out test.  The 
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legend includes two parts: the first part was the specimen ID, and the second part was the 
corresponding effective pretension force or the pull-out force. As shown in Figure 4.9(a), 
the concrete surface strain for the 305 mm (12 in.) specimens was located at the lowest 
level due to the lowest effective pretension force. For the specimen 2-20 and 3-20, the 
concrete surface strain along the entire specimen was also at the low level due to their 
low effective pretension force. For the rest specimens in which the effective pretension 
level was at a higher level, the concrete strain was at a higher level, and concrete strain 
gradually decrease from the jacking end to the free end. The curves of the specimen 3-40 
and 3-60 were located higher than those of the specimen 2-40 and 2-60, and the slope of 
the former two was smaller than the latter two. In addition, the curve for the 915 mm (36 
in.) specimens was composed of two parts: the curve part adjacent to the jacking end was 
relatively flat and the curve part adjacent to the free end was steeper. In essence, the 
transfer length was the length from the free end to the point from which concrete strain 
stay constant.  Based on this point, the transfer length for Specimen 3-20, 3-40 and 3-60 
were approximately 350 mm, 450 mm and 650 mm, respectively, as marked with arrows 
in Figure 4.9(a). This indicates that the higher pretension force requires longer transfer 
length. In Figure 4.9(b), the strain curves for the longer specimens were located at higher 
positions. The strain distribution along the specimen was approximately linear; the slope 
of the curves for the longer specimens was smaller than that for the shorter specimens.  
One day after strand cut, the pull-out test was conducted. The relationship between the 
free end strand slip and the pull-out force for both non-pretensioned and pretensioned 
specimens was plotted in Figure 4.10. The legend in Figure 4.10 shows the specimen ID. 
For the specimens of the same length, the curves for the pretensioned specimens were 
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located at higher position than those for the non-pretensioned specimens, and the curves 
for the pretensioned specimens with higher pretension level were located at higher 
position. The area enclosed by the curve of force vs. slip can be regarded as the pull-out 
work; higher position of the curve indicates that larger pull-out work was required to 
achieve the same free end strand slip. This disparity of required pull-out work was 
because of the Hoyer’s effect. For the non-pretensioned specimens, the strand in the free 
end starts slip when the pull-out force overcomes the adhesion bond of the entire 
specimen. Once the chemical adhesion for a part of the strand was lost, the relative slip 
occurs, activating the friction and mechanical interlock for that part of the strand. Slip 
occurs at the jacking end at the beginning, and gradually accumulates to cause the free 
end slip. For the pretensioned specimens, the adhesion was lost since the release of the 
strand. Due to the Hoyer’s effect, the diameter of the prestressing strand swells, causing a 
high pressure on the surrounding   concrete and friction resistance. With the increase of 
the pull-out force, the external force will result in the increase of the strand tension and 
decrease of the strand diameter, causing the decrease of the radial pressure on the 
surrounding concrete. This was detrimental to the Hoyer’s effect. When the pull-out force 
increases to some degree, the strand in the free end starts to move into concrete. The pull-
out force at this moment can be regarded as the bond resistance due to the Hoyer’s effect. 
With the further increase of the pull-out force and the strand tension, the decreasing bond 
contribution from Hoyer’s effect will be compensated by mechanical interlock. More 
involvement of mechanical interlock may increase the total bond capacity to resist the 
external force. Thus, larger pull-out force was required to activate the free end slip for the 
longer specimen. As shown in Table 4.1, for the 305, 610 and 915 mm (1 ft., 2 ft. and 3ft.) 
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non-pretensioned specimens, the free end slip starts when the pull-out force approximates 
to 10, 30 and 60 kN (2.2, 6.7 and 13.5 kips), respectively. For the pretensioned specimen 
1-20, 1-40 and 1-60, the free end slip starts when the pull-out force approximated to 80 
kN (18.0 kips). For the pretensioned specimen 2-20, 2-40 and 2-60, the free end slip 
starts when the pull-out force reach 110, 222 and 268 kN (24.7, 49.9 and 60.2 kips), 
respectively. For the pretensioned specimen 3-20, 3-40 and 3-60, the free end slip starts 
when the pull-out force reach 96, 202 and 240 kN (21.6, 45.4 and 54.0 kips), respectively. 
It reveals that the required pull-out force activating the free end strand slip was close to 
the pretension force, and larger than the effective pretension force.  
In Table 4.1, the behavior difference between the non-pretensioned specimens and the 
pretensioned specimens was revealed. For the 305 mm (1 ft.) speciemens, the existence 
of the pretension force results in strand slip as the failure mode, instead of concrete split 
for the corresponding non-pretensioned specimens; the maximum pull-out force for the 
pretensioned specimens was close to 190 kN (42.7kips) while that for the non-
pretensioned specimens was close to 150 kN (33.7 kips), indicating that the former was 
approximately 25% higher. For the 610 mm (2 ft.) speciemens, the failure mode was 
strand slip; the maximum pull-out force for the pretensioned specimens was close to 330 
kN or 74.2 kips (approximate 90% of the strand strength) while that for the non-
pretensioned specimens was close to 260 kN (58.5 kips), indicating that the former was 
approximately 25% higher. For the 915 mm (3 ft.) speciemens, the failure mode was 
strand break at the chuck in the jacking end; therefore, all specimens of this length were 
regarded to have the same bond capacity although the maximum pull-out force was 
different. It was noted that the 305 mm (1 ft.) and 610 mm (2 ft.) specimens were within 
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the transfer zone while the 915 mm (3 ft.) specimens were longer than the transfer length. 
The main difference of the bond mechanism between the pretensioned and non-
pretensioned members was the existence of the Hoyer’s effect. 25% higher bond capacity 
for the pretensioned 305 mm (1 ft.) and 610 mm (2 ft.) specimens was due to the Hoyer’s 
effect. For the 915 mm (3 ft.) specimens, although the bond capacity was the same for 
both non-pretensioned and pretensioned specimens, the components of bond mechanism 
were different. The bond capacity for the non-pretensioned specimens was dependent of 
the friction and mechanical interlock while the bond capacity for the pretensioned 
specimens was composed of Hoyer’s effect and mechanical interlock. By comparison of 
the measured maximum concrete surface strain, the strain for the pretensioned specimens 
was approximately 60% higher than that for the non-pretensioned specimens. In addition, 
the different bond behavior for non-pretensioned and pretensioned specimens of different 
length can be studied based on the existence of force drop and strand rotation, as shown 
in Table 4.1. Due to the pretension force, the extent of force drop and strand rotation 
could be reduced or even eliminated, indicating its stronger bond compared to the non-
pretensioned members.   
 
                              























































































(a) Strain distribution one day after strand cut 
  
 
(b) The last measured strain distribution during the pull-out test 







































Strain Location (mm) 
1-20, 62 kN 
1-40, 32 kN 
1-60, 61 kN 
2-20, 14 kN 
2-40, 159 kN 
2-60, 236 kN 
3-20, 72 kN 
3-40, 130 kN 
3-60, 217 kN 






































Strain Location (mm) 
1-20, 166 kN 
1-40, 169 kN 
1-60, 181 kN 
2-20, 279 kN 
2-40, 331 kN 
2-60, 329 kN 
3-20, 308 kN 
3-40, 311 kN 
3-60, 311 kN 
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Figure 4.10 Comparison of force-slip curves during pull-out stage; 1 mm = 0.0393 




















(a) 305 mm (1 ft.) specimens 
 
 
(b) 610 mm (2 ft.) specimens 





















































(c) 915 mm (3 ft.) specimens 









































4.8 Conclusions and Discussion 
A reliable and feasible pretensioned pull-out test method was proposed in this chapter, 
contributing to better understand the bond mechanism and evaluate the bond behavior of 
pretensioned strand. The bond behavior of the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand was 
studied with consideration of specimen length (strand embedment length) and pretension 
level. Three sets of pretensioned pull-out tests of specimens with different lengths were 
tested, and there were three different pretension levels for each set. The specimens were 
investigated at two stages: transfer stage and pull-out stage. The different bond behavior 
can be investigated based on the relationship between the pull-out force and strand slip, 
the extent of force drop and strand rotation, the concrete surface strain development and 
distribution, and the failure mode. By comparison of the pull-out test results for both 
pretensioned specimens and non-pretensioned specimens, the bond mechanism was 
quantitatively studied. In particular, the Hoyer’s effect, which was active exclusively 
within the transfer zone for the pretensioned members, was analyzed based on the pull-
out test. The conclusions can be drawn as follows: 
1. The pretension level affects the bond behavior significantly; larger pull-out work 
was required to cause the same free end strand slip for the specimen with higher 
level pretension. For the specimens of the same length, the pull-out-force-slip 
curves for the pretensioned specimens were located at higher position than those 
for the non-pretensioned specimens, and the curves for the pretensioned specimens 
with higher pretension level were located at higher position. The higher position of 
the curve indicates the larger pull-out work. 
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2. The pull-out test results for the pretensioned prisms with different strand 
embedment length were different. For the 305 mm (1 ft.) pretensioned specimens, 
the failure mode was strand slip, and both apparent force drop and strand rotation 
occur during the pull-out test. For the 610 mm (2 ft.) pretensioned specimens, 
although the failure mode was still strand slip, no apparent strand rotation was 
detected. For the 915 mm (3 ft.) pretensioned specimens, the failure mode was 
strand break at the chuck; neither force drop nor strand rotation was detected. For 
the non-pretensioned 305, 610 and 915 mm (1, 2 and 3 ft.) specimens, their failure 
mode was concrete split, strand slip and strand break, respectively. 
3. The effective pretension force was dependent of both the pretension level and 
specimen length; a higher pretension force requires longer transfer length. For the 
305 mm specimens, which were the half length of the typical transfer length, the 
effective pretension was at the same low level no matter how high the pretension 
force was. For the 610 and 915 mm (2 and 3 ft.) specimens, the higher pretension 
force lead to higher effective pretension after strand cutting. This difference could 
be explained by the bond capacity limit for the shorter specimen. Once the 
specimen was longer than the transfer length, the bond within the transfer zone 
can be fully developed to transfer the pretension force from strand to concrete. 
Otherwise, due to the bond capacity limit, the bond in the end zone (shorter than 
transfer length) cannot effectively transfer the pretension force no matter how 
high the pretension level was. From the concrete surface strain distribution along 
the specimen at transfer, for the specimens at 89, 178 and 267 kN (20, 40 and 60 
kips) pretension level, the transfer length approximate to 350, 450, and 650 mm 
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(13.8, 17.7 and 25.6 in.), respectively. This also verifies that higher pretension 
force requires longer transfer length. 
4. During the pull-out test, the concrete strain close to the jacking end always 
increase faster than that close to the free end, indicating that the pull-out force 
was gradually transferred from the jacking end to the free end. For the concrete 
strain distribution, when the pull-out load was close to the maximum, the strain 
distribution along the specimen was approximately linear; the slope of the curves 
for the longer specimens was smaller than that for the shorter specimens while the 
strain curves for the longer specimens were located at higher positions.  
5. The Hoyer’s effect was evaluated quantitatively in two ways: the required pull-
out force activating free end strand slip, and the maximum pull-out force. For the 
pretensioned specimen 1-20, 1-40 and 1-60, the free end slip starts when the pull-
out force approximated to 80 kN (18.0 kips). For the pretensioned specimen 2-20, 
2-40 and 2-60, the free end slip starts when the pull-out force reach 110, 222 and 
268 kN (24.7, 49.9 and 60.2 kips), respectively. For the pretensioned specimen 3-
20, 3-40 and 3-60, the free end slip starts when the pull-out force reach 96, 202 
and 240 kN (66.5, 45.4 and 54.0 kips), respectively. Higher effective pretension 
force will cause the Hoyer’s effect more notable. Next, due to the Hoyer’s effect, 
the maximum pull-out force (the bond capacity) for the pretensioned 305mm (1 ft.) 
and 610 mm (2 ft.) specimens was 190 and 330 kN (42.7 and 74.2 kips) while that 
for non-pretensioned 305mm (1 ft.) and 610 mm (2 ft.) specimens was 150 and 
260 kN (33.7 and 58.5 kips); the bond capacity for pretensioned specimens was 
25 % higher than that for the non-pretensioned specimens. For the 915 mm (3 ft.) 
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specimens, the bond capacity was the same (the ultimate force was the strand 
break strength 353 kN or 79.4 kips) for both non-pretensioned and pretensioned 
specimens because the mechanical interlock compensates the lack of Hoyer’s 
effect for the non-pretensioned members. 
Through the pull-out tests of both non-pretensioned and pretensioned specimens, the 
understanding of the bond behavior was more comprehensive with consideration of the 
specimen length and pretension level. To begin with, the proposed pretensioned pull-out 
test could be applied to analyze the bond in the transfer zone. Stand slip could be 
regarded as an anchorage failure. For the pretensioned concrete members, the weakening 
or the damage of the Hoyer’ effect in the transfer zone may result in anchorage failure. 
Within the transfer zone, when the strand tension force was larger to some extent than the 
effective pretension at transfer, the free end strand start to slip, indicating the damage of 
the Hoyer’s effect. For the pretensioned concrete members, if the tension force at the 
transfer length can be controlled to make the Hoyer’s effect effective, the anchorage 
failure in the transfer zone may be avoided. In addition, the flexural bond may be 
evaluated based on the pull-out test. If the pretensioned specimen was enough long, the 
free end slip could be zero even though the pull-out force reaches the breaking strength of 
the strand. The development length of the pretensioned strand may be obtained through 
the pull-out test. In this way, no trial-and-error beam test is needed to analyze the 






Chapter 5 : Conclusions and Future Work 
This chapter summarizes the accomplishments of this study along with conclusions and 
recommendations for the future research. 
5.1 Conclusions 
The bond performance of the 18-mm-(0.7-in.-) diameter strand was studied. The finite 
element method was applied to analyze the factor influencing the transfer length. Both 
non-pretensioned and pretensioned pull-out tests were introduced to investigate the bond 
behavior. Based on the finite element analysis and experimental study, the following 
conclusions were made: 
1. The parametric analysis of the partially bonded FE models indicated that the 
transfer length increased with the decrease of the friction coefficient, and the slip 
at the end increased with the decrease of friction coefficient. 50.8 mm (2 in.) 
spacing of adjacent strands could be appropriate for 18-mm-diameter strand. 
2. For the non-pretensioned pull-out test, the specimens with different strand 
embedment length had different failure modes. For the 0.5 Lt, 1 Lt and 1.5 Lt 
non-pretensioned speciemen, their failure mode was concrete split, strand slip and 
strand break, respectively.  
3. For the non-pretensioned pull-out test, the relationship between the pull-out force 
and the free end strand slip was different for the specimens with different strand 
embedment length. For the 0.5 Lt specimen, the curve was parabolic until a 
sudden concrete splitting. For the 1 Lt specimen, the free end slip increased 
linearly initially with the pull-out force, and then the curve reached a plateau 
where the slip continuously increased while the pull-out force fluctuated. For the 
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1.5 Lt specimen, the free end slip initially linearly increased slowly with the force, 
then the slip increased faster than before, and finally the strand broke. The 
ultimate free end slip for the 0.5 Lt and 1.5 Lt specimens was very small due to 
their brittle failure.  
4. For the non-pretensioned pull-out test, although the maximum pull-out force for 
the longer specimen was larger, the shorter specimen had a greater bond capacity 
per unit length. The initial slope of the force-free end slip curves of the longer 
specimen was significantly greater than that of the shorter specimen.  
5. For the pretensioned pull-out test, the strand embedment length also affected the 
failure mode. For the 305 mm (1 ft.) pretensioned specimens, the failure mode 
was strand slip, and both apparent force drop and strand rotation occur during the 
pull-out test. For the 610 mm (2 ft.) pretensioned specimens, although the failure 
mode was still strand slip, no apparent strand rotation was detected. For the 915 
mm (3 ft.)  pretensioned specimens, the failure mode was strand break at the 
chuck; neither force drop nor strand rotation is detected. 
6. The force drop and strand rotation may be detected in the step-loaded pull-out test. 
Their occurrence was related to the strand embedment length and the pretension 
level. 
7. The pretension level affected the bond behavior significantly; larger pull-out work 
was required to cause the same free end strand slip for the specimen with higher 
level pretension.  
8. The effective pretension force was dependent on both the pretension level and 
specimen length; a higher pretension force required longer transfer length. From 
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the concrete surface strain distribution along the specimen at transfer, for the 
specimens at 89, 178 and 267 kN (20, 40 and 60 kips) pretension level, the 
transfer length was approximately 350, 450, and 650 mm (13.8, 17.7 and 25.6 in.), 
respectively. 
9. The force activating the free end strand slip was investigated. For the non-
pretensioned specimen, the free end strand started to slip once the adhesion along 
the entire strand was lost. For the pretensioned specimen, the free end strand slip 
was caused by the weakening or damage of Hoyer’s effect when the increasing 
tension in strand results in the decrease of the strand diameter and radial pressure 
on concrete.  
10. The adhesion between strand and concrete was studied based on the non-
pretensioned pull-out test. The pull-out force activating the free end strand slip for 
305, 610 and 915 mm (1, 2 and 3 ft.) specimens was approximately 10, 30, and 60 
kN (2.2, 6.7 and 13.5 kips), respectively. 
11. Based on the pretensioned pull-out test, the Hoyer’s effect was evaluated 
quantitatively in two ways: the required pull-out force activating free end strand 
slip, and the maximum pull-out force. For the pretensioned specimen 1-20, 1-40 
and 1-60, the free end slip starts when the pull-out force was approximatly 80 kN 
(18.0 kips). For the pretensioned specimen 2-20, 2-40 and 2-60, the free end slip 
starts when the pull-out force reached 110, 222 and 268 kN (24.7, 49.9 and 60.2 
kips), respectively. For the pretensioned specimen 3-20, 3-40 and 3-60, the free 
end slip started when the pull-out force reached 96, 202 and 240 kN (66.5, 45.4 
and 54.0 kips), respectively. Higher effective pretension force will cause the 
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Hoyer’s effect more notable. Next, due to the Hoyer’s effect, the maximum pull-
out force (the bond capacity) for the pretensioned 305mm (1 ft.) and 610 mm (2 
ft.) specimens was 190 and 330 kN (42.7 and 74.2 kips) while that for non-
pretensioned 305mm (1 ft.) and 610 mm (2 ft.) specimens was 150 and 260 kN 
(33.7 and 58.5 kips), respectively; the bond capacity for pretensioned specimens 
was 25 % higher than that for the non-pretensioned specimens. For the 915 mm (3 
ft.) specimens, the bond capacity was the same (the ultimate force is the strand 
break strength 353 kN or 79.4 kips) for both non-pretensioned and pretensioned 
specimens because the mechanical interlock compensates the lack of Hoyer’s 
effect for the non-pretensioned members. 
12. Force drop and the concrete surface strain change over time during the pull-out 
test indicate that bond is a time-dependent process. 
5.2 Future Work 
With the existing pull-out test results, a mathematical model to predict the bond behavior 
should be developed. The relationship between the bond stress and the strand slip should 
be introduced into the finite element analysis to help predict bond behavior for the large-
scale pretensioned structures. In addition, the proposed pull-out test has provided a new 
thinking way to determine the transfer length; similarly, the development length may be 
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